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Chi is Pi 
entolos.'
 .Spartan Daily 
Freshman 
goalie  Gilbert 
Vega
 dives in an 
attempt to stop 
a ball fed by 
goalie
 trainer Carlos 
Schulze during 
practice on 
Tuesday.  The 
San 
Jose  State 
University
 men's soccer
 team is 5-0 
for the first time 
















By Laurie Phillips 
Staff 
Wnter  
Fewer than 300 parking 
spaces will be lost if the pro-
posed joint library project pass-
es, 
but the changes that may 
ensue would
 be considerably 
more significant. 
Should taxpayers pass the 
$10 billion educational bond, 
which will be on the ballot in 
November, administrative and 
student service departments 
may be moved to the ground 
floor of the 
10th Street Parking 
Garage once 
renovation begins. 
That section of the garage is 
currently occupied by staff park-
ing spaces. 
The library  if built, will 
stand 
on the
 corner of Fourth and San 
Fernando  streets. It will include 
approximately 
500,000  square 
feet of floor 
space  and will cost 
$171 million. According to an 
"On Campus" newsletter distrib-
uted by 
the  Office of 
Communication 
and Public 
Affairs, the project is the largest 







































of pursuing the 
pro-
ject. Should the 
bond fail to pass, 
the university 
will split the plan-
ning 
costs with the city. 
"Every major metropolitan 
center in the United States puts 
corporate space into parking 
garages," said Dan 
Johnson,  
associate vice president for 
Facilities Development and 
Operations.
 He mentioned that 
various downtown businesses, 










By Adam Pavlacka 
Staff Writer 
Students got more than just free 
coffee  
at the 
Jobs Accessed through Mobile 
Services
 event on Tuesday. 
The 
event,  which was sponsored by San 
Jose 
State University's Career Center, 
gave








 500 students 
attended 
the event, according to organiz-
ers and 
exhibitors.  
"The concept is to bring all of our ser-
vices out to the 
campus,"  explained 
Deborah Weakland, internship program 
manager and career counselor of the 
SJSU Career Center. 
Weakland said that the Career Center 















span all of San 
Carlos Street, 
between 
Fourth  and 10th 
streets, 
were
 it placed on one
 
floor. 
"There's nothing innately 
unsafe about parking
 garages, 
Johnson said. He said he fears
 
employees will 
think  they will be 
moved  into primitive 
working 
facilities,  which 
he said would 
not be the case. 
"(The 





















ted a letter 
to
 SJSU President 
Riot  Olrin/ Spartan Dail) 
gather to discover their career 
and  
internship options at the Career Center "JAMS" 
Tuesday afternoon in the Seventh Street Plaza. 
Robert Caret, dated 
Aug. 19, in 





raised  by working in the 
garage. 
The  letter was 
accompa-
nied by 













Todd Sklar, who 
began working 




 He is the uni-
versity's sole consultant for 
the 
design aspect of the project. 
Sklar  said that about 200,000 
square feet of storage
 space will 
be
 needed and emphasized that 
no specific sites have 
been cho-
sen at this point. According to 





Street  Parking 
Garage  




was last retrofitted in 
1993, 
Sklar said. 
At that point, 
he
 
added,  two structural 
reinforce-
















By Julia B. Wright 
Staff Writer 
The California Faculty 
Assocation is deadlocked in con-
tract 
negotiations with the 
California State University 
System, and neither side looks
 
as if it will 
budge.  
"By the way it's been  
going, 
we are in for
 a long haul," said 
Terry
 Jones, president of the 




 which began in 
February, 
hit an impasse 
because of three significant 
issues on the contract. 
The first issue
 is the faculty 
union wants 
the state to 
increase the
 overall annual fac-
ulty 
compensation
 package from 
5 percent to at least 6 percent of 
the 
state's  operations budget. 
The second issue is the union 
wants
 a higher percentage of the 
total compensation package to 
go 
toward  increasing the base 
pay of the entire 
faculty and less 
toward  merit raises 





thinks the exact opposite 
distribution  will give more of the 
faculty raises. 
The third 
issue  is over the 
procedure in which the 
perfor-
mance -based 
merit pay raises 
are decided. 
Minimizing  the salary lag 
While both sides 
agree there 
is a 







the rest of the 
nation's  faculty, 
neither side can 
agree on the 
best way 
to
 minimize the 
gap. 
The salary
 lag is based
 on the 
results of a study 












 the 20 colleges
 used in 
the
 study are 







Santa  Clara 
University.  
"If the proposed





 by ..the CFA, we 
would  still be 
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 Senate can 
only convict the president with 
a 
two-thirds majority. If they 
fail 
to convict the president, the 
president may retain his 
office.
 
"If Clinton escapes impeach-
ment or if he is 
acquitted  by the 




 after his term 
has ended," 
she said. 
Bruce Reynolds, San 
Jose  
State 
Univesity  history depart-
ment acting chair, 
said
 that the 
last
 time a U.S. president
 faced 
impeachment




Richard  Nixon for his 





years  of 
social  work 
By 
Terri  Thorp 
Staff Writer
 
A traveling exhibit 
celebrating 
100 years
 of the history 
of social 
work arrived 




 was in 1898 
that  the first 
class
 in social work
 was taught 
toward the 






The exhibit is 
sponsored by the 
National Association
 of Social 
Workers and is 
now on display at 
Washington Square




The 8 -by -16 
screen  describes 
different periods 
in the history of 
people and 
events  concerning 
social work.
 According to Joan 
Merdinger, program
 director of the 
masters 
program
 in social work, 
SJSU is the 
only
 educational 
institution out of the 11 
colleges of 
social work in 
California  to 
receive the 
privilege  of displaying 
this 
exhibit.  
"We are proud that we are able 
to host this significant tribute to 
the profession of social work," 
Merdinger said.
 
Rosalinda Garza/ Spartan Daily 






Rachel Bull view the 









the privilege of 
power to a  
popula-
tion  women, 
children,
 people of 
color, elderly, 
disabled   who 
might not be heard. 
According to the 
display, the 
National 
Association  of Social 
Workers is the nation's largest 
provider of mental health 
and 
therapy services and has an exten-
sive and diverse history that can 




chronicles  the 











 web sites 
edCensorship
 is always 
promot-
as a solution 
by those 
who are afraid. 
This  has been the 
case
 since the 
first word was printed 
and will be 
when the last one is blown
 away in 
a pile of ash. 
Any 
time a new library
 is build, 
new books are 
published  or a new 
 
record is released, you 
can always 
depend on 




should  we control it?"
 
The same thing
 goes for the new 
joint library 
venture sought by the 
city and this university.
 It still has yet to happen 
but 
already  there is talk of how 
to regulate the use of the
 
Internet in this 
possible
 library that might 
be
 built. 
Why are so many people 
so interested in controlling 
the flow of information and 
ideas? Yes, someone might 
log on to see nude pictures
 of Pamela Anderson. 
Censorship 
promoters
 have nothing to be afraid of, 
but they will assume the worst
 every time. Sure, if a per-
son knows how to use the
 Internet, they can probably 
find the 
sites  where the Ku Klux Klan 
promotes their 
racist ideology or where there 
are pictures of women 
doing more than petting with 
various  animals. 
People don't go to the library
 to find this stuff, in full 
view of the public. 
Everyone  should not have censorship 
imposed on 
them because of what a few 
people  might do. 
The 
majority
 of students and users are going
 to be 
using the Internet to gather 
information for papers, 
essays, tests and surveys they 
need for classes. The 
Internet is also a great way 
to
 find information on per-
sonal interest topics such 
as
 camping sites, consumer 
information and the 
cheapest way to travel. 
If anyone is caught using 
the computers to gaze at 
"nekked" women, they should be kicked
 off on general 
principle. Those computers are for people to use to fur-
ther their educational purposes rather than for purpos-
es Beavis and Butthead would find enlightening. 
The real problem with any kind of censorship is that 
it will allow people to choose which material is offensive 
to the campus and community. Topics on sexuality, 
racism, homophobia and any other topics that inspire 
heated discussion 
could be limited or outright banned 
because they might offend
 someone. "Dirty" words and 
non -pornographic nude pictures might be deleted from 
the Internet 
because some kid might see them. 
Do any of us really want someone constantly looking 
over our shoulders to make sure we're being good? 
Kiddie porn is one of the issues censorship propo-
nents always raise. This shouldn't be a major issue 
because it's already against the law. Also, it is not as if 
these sites are easily accessed with the help of a friend-
ly librarian. 
Censorship does nothing but restrict the opportunity 
to learn and become educated. 
There are certain risks and potential problems with 
the free flow of information, but the same could be said 
for sitting in a chair. One of those chair legs might just 
be ready to break and send whoever is in it toppling 
head first to the floor. Does that mean no one should sit 
down?  
The idea of censorship is 
just as ridiculous but is infi-
nitely more harmful. No information equals no new 
ideas which means no 
one  learns anything. 
Impose censorship 
anywhere and society as a whole 
will pay. 
Shane 




'Yes. If we 
have censorship, 
it would make material
 diffi-




'No. It would limit my abili-













































































































































































 King Jr. 
Library  and 
the 
Clark  Library
 do not 
censor  the 
Internet,  
and
 if the 
proposal  goes
 through 
no one is 
sure  whether
 the new 
library will censor












 of speech. 






















 racks have 
signs mak-
ing sure that 





 that light up 
before  the 
movie begins 
showing things such as 
adult content and 
"nudity" to protect young
 viewers' eyes. 
Therefore, one would
 conclude that the 
Internet  sta-
tions 
in our libraries would be 
censored  for the child's 
protection. There are 
reasons
 why we as youngsters 
weren't allowed to go into 
adult shops and view peep 
shows, and those 
same  reasons are why the Internet 
should be censored. 
Perhaps 
viewing




only older, more mature 
people  are allowed to view. 
One current example 
of material not fit for children
 is 
the 
Starr  report online. In the 
Sept.
 13 edition of the San 
Jose Mercury News it had
 a note on the front page
 say-
ing that there
 maybe some unsuitable
 material for chil-
dren. 
However,  when I logged onto the Starr 
report 
online, I found no such 
warnings
 for children. 
There are reasons why parents can't 
be
 standing over 
their child's 




and  which ones they need to stay away from. Mom 
and dad have many responsibilities and should be able to 
let their child "surf" safely without having to worry about 
what they see online, especially in their own house or at 
the public library. 
Perhaps instead of legislation after legislation being
 
created to block indecent sites, President
 Clinton should 
form 
a committee that would take the cybersmut offline 
and into the filthy 
trash  cans where it belongs. 
They 
could 
spend  five days a week eliminating 
unnecessary 
things
 like pictures, web pages and 
whatever  garbage is 
online. 
This 15 member 
team (this number was 
chosen just 
because
 it was odd and came
 to my mind first), 
wouldn't  
need
 any office space 
in




 with a modem,




 the job I'm 
suggesting.  
So 
whether  the censorship
 starts here 




White  House, it 
would  be 






















 a human sexu-
ality  class where there
 are 
projects that
 I need access to 
view pictures of the human 







 It won't 










Compiled  by 
Sandra  Avila 





















































































waste  of 
money, beer 
gallery
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Campaign,  the museum
 will be a 
lure for 
vacationers
 according to their
 publicists. 
Come on now. A Tech Museum will do all of 
this? 
Let's look at how Ray and Earl from Tennessee 
would react to 
the  two attractions. 
Would they choose A? "C'mon Earl, let's go look 
at how 
a 
microprocessor  channels 
450,000  elec-
trical impulses into 
a semi -conductor.." 
Or would they choose B? "Hey, Ray, 
let's  get a 
nice, smooth cold one from the hills of 
Arkansas."  
Survey says! B. 
The  museum, which will be located on 145 W. 
:Tan Carlos 
St.,  will offer nearly 300 interactive 
i-urnds-on exhibits never seen in a museum set-
ting. 
The Spartan Daily attraction would offer 300 
interactive 
hands-on beers that hasve 
never  been drunk at the same time. 
Let's consult Ray and Earl. 
A. Earl, the first exhibit I want to 
try is the fiber-optic telecommunica-
tion cable that hooks up to a satellite 
link through a MIDI/AMX chip. 
B. Ray, let's start off with a nice, 










Communication, Life Tech 
and 
Exploration, 
the  electric mango and 
blue museum will have a domed 
IMAX theater. 
The Daily's attraction will have four major 
beer galleries: Guinness, Sapporo, Becks and 
Gordon Biersch. 
Urn ... Ray and Earl'? 
A. Darnit Earl, I heard they were going to play 
"How Stella got her Douche Back" on the new 
state-of-the-art IMAX theater which is a revolu-
tion in viewing entertainment. 
B. Ray, let's start off with a nice, smooth cold 
one from the hills of Arkansas. 
Survey says! A. 
OK, but Ray and Earl are idiots. Guess what? 
So are the $91 million planners of San Jose who 
think people 
will actually prefer to look at such 
specialized things as new technology than do 
such general things 
as
 shop in San Francisco, 
walk the beaches of Santa Cruz or see the 
marine 
wildlife of Monterey. 
Or would you rather 
start off with a nice, 






 the Spartan Daily managing
 editor 




i'.1)1 I OR 
Residence hall 
elevator not exactly 
uplifting 
I13:30
 on Friday night and 
my friends and I decide to 
take a little stroll outside for 
some fresh air. We 
all  live on the 
ninth floor of Joe West Hall. 
Like any other normal col-
lege students we opt to take the 
elevator as opposed to the 
stairs. 




 are a little 
skeptical when it comes to these 
elevators. They aren't very 
clean, they tend to make phan-
tom stops and they seem like 
they are on the brink of coming 
off their support cables. But, 
who cares? I mean, it's not like 
I'd ever get stuck in one of these 
deathtraps anyway, right? 
Wrong. 
Suddenly, halfway between 
the second and third floors, 
oops! 
We're stuck. No big deal. 
We'll just call some mainte-
nance person and we will be out 
in a flash. Not a chance! 
A half-hour has passed and 
we hear that no one can help us 
for quite a while. The nearest 
elevator expert is conveniently 
located an hour and a half away 
from 
school in Monterey. 
At this point we realize that 
we have some internal prob-
lems as 
well. One of us is claus-
trophobic,  another is in dire 
need of a bathroom, 
yet another 
is dying for 




 to set in 
our elevator. We know we are in 
this shoebox 
for the long haul. 
We also realize
 we need fresh 
air badly. 
Some security guards 
and one 
resident advisor show 
up. They give us some instruc-
tions on how to pry open 
the 
door. So we open the elevator 
door. This is good and had. Now 
we finally get fresh air, which is 
good, but now anyone
 who hap-
pens to walk by the elevator 
gawks at us as if we were circus 
freaks. 
Then the situation elevates 
(it's a pun) from bad to  worse.
 
Unfortunately, some onlookers 
didn't seem to sympathize with 
our situation, Don't get me 
wrong, not all of these people 
were classless,
 but a few of 
them were. Some
 of these peo-
ple began to laugh, stare and 
point at us. Some even went as 
far as to eat some of the food we 
had with us. There were some 
heroes on hand to aid us in our 
time of need. 
One in particular, 
was Vincent Acevedo, a Joe 
West resident
 advisor. 
Vince had the guts to stay 
with all of us through the entire 
ordeal. He brought
 us board 
games, and food and gave us a 
positive ray of 
light  through this 
mishap. This
 man deserves 
accolades for his efforts. Thanks 
Vince. 
Other friends of ours took the 
time to stay with us through 
this time. Nearly the 
entire  
ninth floor of Joe West
 Hall 
stood with us during this time. 
My undying gratitude 
goes to 
you guys 
as well Thanks a 
lot 
guys. 
Finally, at 1:30, we were all 
released  from our prison, 
Roughly two hours later, we 
could finally breathe fresh air 
once again. The repair man 
(thanks to you too) made it to 
SJSU and we all rushed out of 
the box like Olympic sprinters. 
But what about future eleva-
tor commuters'? Will some safe-
ty precautions now be taken? 
Will the school hire a local ele-
vator 
repairman?  Will the secu-
rity guards be awarded 
skeleton 
keys to open the 
elevators?  
Well, hopefully these needs will 
be met immediately. 
We were lucky. We made it 
out in one piece. But for now I 
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clarity, 
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General  meeting 





Center  in 
Wahlquist  
Library.  For 
more  infor-















 Field on 
10th Street 
from 630 
- 7:30 p.m. 
For  more 
information,











from 10 a.m. 
 4 p.m in the
 Art and 
Industrial 
Studies 
buildings.  For 
more 
information, 









meeting  from 12 - 
1 p.m. in the 
Business  Tower 
Room
 
50.  For more 






MULTICULTURAL  SORORITY 
Informational
 meeting at 7:30 
p.m. in Engineering Building 
Room
 
337. For more information, call 
Michele Costa at (408) 297-1948. 
RI -ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM 
REAP 
Brown -bag lunch  "Campus 
Safety -University Police
 
Department" from 12 - 1:30 p.m. in 
the Student Union's Pacheco Room. 
For more information, call Jane 
Byrd at (408) 924-5593. 
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY 
Daily Mass from 1210- 12:35 
p.m., Night Faith Sharing Who is 
Jesus Christ?" from 5 - 6:30 p.m. 
and Women of Faith & Prayer from 
7 - 8:30 p.m. at the 
Campus  
Ministry Center on the corner
 of 
10th and San Carlos
 streets, across 
from the residence 
halls.  For more 
information. call Ginny or Father 
Bob at (408) 938-1610. 
CHI PI SIGMA
 
Rush for coed criminal justice 
fraternity for interested criminal 
justice majors and minors from 10 
a.m. - 2 p.m. in MacQuarrie Hall 
on the fifth floor. For more informa-




Bake sale from 8 a.m. - 2 p.m 
front of the Student Union. For 
more information, call Vicci or 





will  be set up 
from 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
outside the 
Student 




call (800) 424-8580. 
EPISCOPAL  CANTERBURY 
COMMUNITY 
Free dinner and 
discussion  at the 
Campus Ministry Center on the 
corner of 10th and San Carlos 
streets from 6:30 - 7 p.m. Everyone 
is welcome. For more information, 
call Katherine at (408) 275-1346. 
SJSU
 CONCERT CHOIR 
Still looking for singers, espe-
cially tenors and basses. Class 
meets Monday  Thursday from 
11:30 a.m. - 12:20 p.m. in 
Music 
Building Room 160. For more infor-
mation, call 





12:30 p.m. in the 
Student
 Union's 
Almaden Room and Co-op workshop
 





mation, call (408) 924-6033 
Thursday 
PEACE CORPS RECRUITERS 
Information meeting from 2:30 - 
3:30 p.m in the Student Union's 
Almaden Room 
and from 730 - 9 
p.m. at the International House 
located at 369 S. 11th St. For more 
information, call (800) 424-8580. 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
ASSOCIATION (HRMA) 
Meeting in the 
Student Union's 
Almaden Room from 4:15 - 6 p.m. 
topics will include sexual harass-
ment and useful ideas on how to 
manage employees. For more infor-
mation, call Sydney





 management class sign-
ups from 12.00 - 1 p.m.
 in the 
Health Building Room 208. 
For 
more information, call Nancy Black 
at (408) 924-6118 
SCHOOL OF ART AND 
DESIGN 
Student galleries art exhibits 
from 10 a.m. - 4 p m. in  the 
Art  and 
Industrial Studies buildings For 
more information,
 call Scott oi 
Jenny at (4081924-4330 
SJSU MARIACHI 
WORKSHOP  
Weekly instruction in traditional 
in mariachi music 
from 7 - 9.30 p.m. 
in Music Rooms 
III  and 113. Open 
to students and 
community For
 
more information, call (408) 
293-
5950. 
BETA ALPHA PSI 
Pizza social from 6:30 - 8 p.m. at 
Roundtable Pizza on Moorpark & 
Saratoga. For more information, 
call Pamela Arquelada
 at (408) 258-
4695. 
KOREAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
First general meeting from 2 - 4 
pm. in the Student Union's 
Almaden Room. For 
more informa-
tion, call Liz at (408) 259-3334. 
AsIAN AMERICAN CHRISTIAN 
FELLOWSHIP 
Outreach Night at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Student Union's Guadalupe 
Room 
Going  out, so be on time. For 
more information, call Eli 
at (510) 
770-1903. 
LIBRARY DONATIONS AND SALES 
UNIT 
Ongoing book sale from 10 a.m. 
- 3 p.m at Clark Library lobby and 
Wahlquist Library 
North Room 408 
For more information,





SJSU WOMEN'S RUGBY CLUB 
Conditioning workout 
from  6:30 - 
7:30 p.m. Meet at South Campus 
near the track. No experience nec-
essary. For more information, call 
Hilda at (408) 924-8799. 
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER 
Open house from 12 -  5 p ni at 
the Women's Resource
 Center locat-
ed in the Administration Building 
on the second floor. For 
more infor-
mation, call Vicci or 
Rizwana  at 
(408) 924-6500. 
CATHOLIC
 CAMPUS MINISTRY 
Catholic Bible 
study  chapters 5 
and 6 of 
Luke
 form 7 - 9 
p rn at the 
Campus 









Ginny at (408( 
938-1610.  





interested  criminal 
justice majors
 and minors
 from 10 
a.m.




on the fifth 
floor. For more 
infor-
mation,
 call (408) 998-8433.
 
Toff LISTENING Holm 
Vocal, jazz and guitar, 
Katherine 
Cartwright: music of Ellington,
 
Parker
 and Silver in the Music 
Building's Concert Hall from 12:30 
 1:15 p.m. For
 more information 
call
 (408) 924-4631. 
COUNSELING
 SERVICES 
Asian student discussion 
group  
from 
3 - 4:30 p.m. in the 
Administration
 Building Room 201. 
For more 
information,  call Adena 

























 planning at 
330 p.m. in the 
Student  Union's 
Costanoan Room 
For more infor-
mation, call Juan 







 meeting at 6.30 
p.m. in the Engineering 
Building  
Room 337. For more information, 




Recruiting services workshop at 
1:30 p m. in the Student Union's 
Guadalupe Room For more infor-
mation,
 call (408(  924-6033. 
PRE-MED CLUB 
Weekly 
meeting  at 1:30 p.m on 
the top floor of Duncan Hall left of 
the tower. New members can sign 
up and a representative
 from 
Kaplan will discuss MCAT 
prepara-
tion. For more information,
 call 






Read and learn I in 
the  Student 
Union's 
Almaden
 Room from 2:30 
- 
4:30 p.m. For 
more inforniation, call 
Esther Mar at 
(408)  298-4693. 
BETA ALPHA PSI 
First chapter meeting from 6 - 8 
p in 
in the University Room For 
more information, call Pamela 
At ouelaila at (408  268-4695 
CATHOLIC' CAMPUS MINISTRY 
Daily Mass from 
12:10 - 1235 
p.m. at the corner of 10th and San 
Carlos Streets across from the resi-
dence halls For more information, 
call Ginny at (408( 938-1610 
Saturday 
SAHAJA YOGA STUDENT 
ASSOCIATION AT SJSU 
Sahaja yoga meditation and 
stress relief from  2 - 4:30 p ni in 
the Student Union's Umunhum 
Room. For more information, call 
Natasha Levitan .it 1408) 923 3737. 
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA 
MULTICULTURAL SORORITY 
Fun -in -the -sun picnic at 2 p m 
at William Street Park located at 
the corner of William
 and 16th 
Streets For more information, call 
Michele Costa at (408) 297-1948 
Sunday 
SJSU BUDO TAIMITSU (Ittia 
Martial alto lesson and practice 
from 1 - 230 
ini. 
in the lawn area 
in front of the 
Event Center In 
case of rain,
 meet in the Event 
Center's  Aerobics Room 
For more 
information.
 call Garth at (408) 
297-7646. 
Sparta Guide
 is proilekd 
free  of charge 
to students,
 faculty and staff
 The deadline 
for entries sr 
noon,  three days 
before  desired 
publication
 date Entry forms
 ore available 
IJ1 the Spartan 
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the field, it is his 
determination  and 




 has helped the 
men's soccer team 
jump to a 5-0 
start.






















 the time 
Anders  
Bergesen
 was in 
high 
school,  he was 
playing
 defense for 
one of 
Norway's  top division 




league.,  . 
"Soccer






 said. "We can't
 compete with 
football 
and baseball




However,  one of 
Bergesen's  latest 
goals, to beat
 Stanford, was 
accomplished  
last 
week as the San 
Jose State 
University 
men's  soccer team 
won 2-1. 
Bergesen 
joined  SJSU's 
team




gave  him the 
biggest rush since he 
arrived.
 
Since then, the team 




Fullerton  on 
Friday 
and  Cal 
Poly
 San Luis
 Obispo on 
Sunday,  
making
 the team 






 22, said 
while  growing 
up in 
northern 










 is atiout.60, 






different,"  he 
said. it wasn't 
challenging in 
Norway."  
Of the 15 
universities  in the 
United  
States
 to contact him, 
Bergesen said 
SJSU




 to suit his major, 
but  it was talking 
to the
 coach that clinched
 it and got him 
to 
San  Jose by Aug. 1. 
Bergesen said 
playing
 for the Spartans 
is more challenging 
than  what he was 
used to in 
Norway,  primarily because he 
is playing a 
different 
position.  As a 
defense  player 
in
 Norway, 
Bergesen  was 
accustomed 
to having the 
farthest posi-
tion from the 
ball. As an SJSU 
midfielder, 
he said it 
is harder 
because




"He's a good 









style, but, to 
his cred-
it, 
he's  been able to 













 to his  new 
position, as 






"He has a 
very
 strong presence 
in the 
midfield,"  Allain 




 he's just another piece of the 
puzzle."  
According 




with  Bergesen 
and  
enjoys his 
sense  of humor, but 


















 as a player.
 







 a good 




said he is 
trying  to enjoy 
every minute 
of his time 
in
 San Jose. 
When  he is not on 
the soccer field, 
he is e -
mailing




trying  to get to 
the  beach. 
"Everywhere




 I go to the 
beach,
 then 







thin  financial 
ice 
By Cecilia Afzelius-Alin 
Despite the Spartan hockey 
team  being ranked in the top 
20 in its league, the American 
Collegiate Hockey Association, 
it is still not financed by the 
athletics department. 
Ice 
hockey  is not an intercol-
legiate sport at San Jose State 
University. 
The Spartan hock-








president of the team, said. 
Instead of 
being  under 
NCAA regulations,
 like most 
other sports
 on campusl. the 
Spartans are an 
independent 
club team 
and  part of the 
ACHA. 
Mittleman is in 
charge of the 




dependent on what 
kind of 
donations we get," he 
said.
 'The (San Jose) Sharks 
help us out 
a lot." 
In return, the 
SJSU hockey 
team helps the Sharks
 with 
community events,
 such as 
children's

















 of players 




become a Division I 
NCAA  
sport and 
thereby  be under the 
roof of the SJSU
 athletics 
department, 
several  of the 
schools 
around  San Jose would 
also 
have to make hockey an 
intercollegiate  
sport.  
"Many of the schools in the 
area emphasize 
more on sports 
like basketball
 and football," 
Mittleman
 said. 
Volunteer coach Mike 
Bruins,  who was the president
 
of the team in 1996, said there 
are 
pros and cons 
about not 
being part of the 
NCAA.  
"Most 






 right away, and 
we wouldn't have a team," he 
said. "It will be several years 
before 
hockey  will become a 
Division I sport at SJSU." 
Head coach Ron Glasow said 
the 
team's budget is even 
tighter 
than it used to be. 
"The school (SJSU)
 used to 
give us money, but 
they cut us 
by 50 




Spartans  practiced for
 
the first time
 this season 
Wednesday at the
 San Jose Ice 
Centre More 
than half the 
team, 13 
players  out of 23, are 
new for the season. 
"We  have a lot
 of young 
guys
 
with a lot of energy," left 
wing 
Tom Pellegrino 
said.  "It will 
help us." 
The
 entire first line from 
last year is gone 
after  a few 
players graduated
 and junior 
Ryan 





used  to be the
 second team 
will 




Glasow  explains 






their  first game 
Oct. 9 at University




 did lose 
a lot of 
players  
from last 





said "It's tough 
to say how we 
look 




 have a lot 
more depth 
than we did





season  at the ACHA 
National 
Tournament in 
Bridgewater, N.J., the first 
week




University,  Michigan 
State University 
and 
University of Miami at Ohio, 




 Stich in 
1990 and coached 
by Glasow 
ever
 since, the team 
has 








 he said. 
"This is our
 
eighth year, and we 
should be 
better this 
year,  too." 
The one 
thing  that has
 not 
improved
 over the 
years is the 
attendance  at 










but it does not 






Centre  yet. 
"It seems
 like the 
college 
students  












not a  
Division  I 
team











month  to 





























Oct.  10, 
at
 the San 






























































































































































































































































































playing  with 
his 
young son 

























to De La Hoya. 
"De
 La Hoya 
said
 I didn't 
give  
him respect 
in the first 
fight,"
 
Chavez said. "I 
didn't  give it 
because it 
was  never 
earned."
 




 knockouts) figures 
to be 
looking at 
his last big payday
 in 
a career that 
began  18 years ago 
in his hometown
 of Culiacan, 
Mexico. 
He's  taken the 
fight 
seriously,  going 
to the high 
alti-
tude of 
Colorado  to train 
for two 
months 




don't figure that 
will be enough 
against De La 
Hoya, however, 
who  is younger, 
stronger, faster and undefeated 
in 28 fights. De La Hoya, a 2-1 
favorite the first time they met, 
is an 8-1 favorite this time. 
"He 
knows  this will
 be his 
last major








Chavez is 4-0-1 since losing 
to De La Hoye, but the only time 
he looked much like his 
old  self 
was 
when  he got a draw against
 
Miguel Gonzalez on 
March  7 in 
Mexico  City while 
















 cut near his
 right eye that
 
caused
























































































































































































































































countries  in 

















said.  "They 
also
 want lib- 
  : 
erty and freedom." 










celebrates  its 
independence  
day  on 








day  in 1821. 
Brazil declared
 its indepen-
























































 needs to 


















Mayo  and 
Mexican  
Independence  





















 in East San 
Jose, 









Ybarra  said lack 
of education is 








 are just not 
stressing  
enough that
 there are independence
 days other 
than the 
Fourth  of July," Ybarra









also declared their own 
independence and so 
have other minority 
groups.  But a lot of people 
don't  know about that 
because
 it's not stressed 
enough." 
Zazueta said Cinco de 
Mayo is hardly celebrat-
ed in Mexico 
compared
 to Sept. 16. 
"Cinco de Mayo is just a celebration 
of Mexico's 
victory over the French in 
the battle of Pueblo," he 
said.  
Zazueta said the Cinco de Mayo tradition was 
brought to America by Mexican peasants and 
farmers who made a big deal out of 
it because they 
needed something to boast of. 
"These
 are farmers and peasants who have
 gone 
to 
America  who wanted to boast 
that their own 
people have defeated 
the 
world -class French 
army," Zazueta said. 
"The French won the 
war in the end, but that 
victory in the battle of 
Pueblo is still some-
thing to celebrate." 
Zazueta said Sept. 
16, 1810, is the day 
Mexico 
officially  began 
its struggle for indepen-
dence against Spanish 
rule. Traditionally, the 
Mexican president rings 
the independence bell at 
midnight
 on the eve of 
the nation's indepen-
dence day. The tradition is reminiscent of Father 
Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla's historic battle cry, "El 
grito de Dolores" that signaled 
the beginning of 
Mexico's struggle for 
independence.
 The phrase 
means "the cry of the village of Dolores." 
Hidalgo y Costilla was the Catholic parish 
priest who had been helping the revolutionaries.
 
"He is the Mexican 
equivalent to Patrick Henry
 
in that he announced
 the beginning of the 
battle," 
Zazueta said. "He
 rang the bell to start the
 over-
throw  of the Spanish rule over 
Mexico."  
Patrick Henry was an American 
revolutionary 
famous for saying




Zazueta said the Mexican 
revolutionaries were 
not reluctant at all in 
overthrowing  the Spanish 
  because Spain itself was 
Educational  




that there are 
independence 
days 
other than the 













 the Spanish was
 










to take abuses 
from monarchs
 who are 
unresponsive and insensi-
tive to their needs 
because 
as the 
Americans  have 
proven,




thrown," Zazueta said. 
Zazueta said it was not until 1821 that Spain 
officially recognized Mexico's independence.
 It was 
in that year that the Plan de 
Iguala,
 the document 
that created the United States 
of Mexico, was 
signed to officially end the Mexican revolution. 
"They so admired the United States that they 






nowhere  fast 
Continued  from page
 1 
out of step 
with  the cost of living com-
pared to inflation," said librarian Jo 





 CSU's offer to extend a 5 
percent  
salary 
increase  retroactive to July 1 
was 
rejected by the 
faculty
 union during 
negotiations earlier 
this  summer. 
According
 to Jones, the CSU
 gave the 
union a 
take -it -or-leave-it 
proposition 
that forced 





 forfeit the 
opportunity  to receive retro 
pay once 
the dispute.  is settled. 
"We hoped that it would speed up the 
bargaining
 process," said Ken
 Swisher, 
media 




Since the first 
mediated  bargaining 
session 
in August, the faculty 
union  has 
come down from asking for an 8 percent 
contract to a 6 
percent
 contract. 
The 5 percent offered 
by the CSU is 
the biggest increase in quite a few 
years, which would help cut the salary 
gap, according to 
SJSU President 
Robert Caret. 
Given the cost of living in California, 
Caret said he is doing everything
 he can 
to make up for the lag found on the 
salary study. 
"We can't make up for a lag 
in
 one 
year that has accumulated 
over
 five to 
10 years,"
 Caret said. 
Jones
 told those attending an infor-
mational meeting held on campus in 
early September that the money is 
available, and that 
the union must fig-
ure out how to 
make  the chancellor's 
administration 
give  out more. 
The CSU received 
a 15 percent over-
all increase in 
budget this year, 8 
per-
cent of which 






Caret  the state is 
unable to give 
faculty  more because 
a 
lot 
of the 8 percent annual
 operations 
budget is 











improvement  projects. 
"I
 can't 








 is the core














salaries up to 
national  levels, 
the  facul-
ty union continues
 to disagree 
with the 
CSU over 





total  annual 
compensation
 package 






 that more 
of the 
faculty
 will be rewarded if a high-
er percentage
 is put into 
across-the-
board pay raises
 and less toward indi-
vidual merit 
pay. 
The CSU argues that more of the 
fac-
ulty will receive increases if a higher 
percentage goes into individual merit 
pay, which compensates
 members of fac-
ulty for outstanding 
performance.  
"The systems proposal of increasing 
the percentage of merit pay would allow 
us to give 
out two to three times as 
many rewards
 to two to three times as 








tions compared to 
CSU's in the salary 
study 
put  their entire 
salary  compensation 








of the salary pool 
goes into merit pay. 
The CSU is meeting 
resistance at the bar-
gaining  table from 
the 
faculty union 




to 40 percent. 
"We are not 
opposed to perfor-
"The CFA wants 
everyone  to get the 
same pay 
raises each year and not 
reward
 people who have done a good 
job," said Swisher. "That's like giving 
everyone in school a B grade." 
The 
faculty
 union rejected the state's 
offer on the 
ground  that it wouldn't be 
enough to compensate for inflation, 
Jones said. 
"The union
 won't settle for anything 
less than 
a 3 percent increase in base 
pay," Jones said. 
"The state's offer does-
n't make 
up
 for the cost of living in 
California." 
PSSI merit pay 
procedure
 




 going into merit pay, 
the union 
wants to eliminate the cur-
rent Performance -based Salary Step 
Increases (PSSIs) procedure and 




The merit pay 
  procedures are 
Several part-time and
 
full-time teachers are 
eligible for step 
increases, and I 
can't  
give 
them out because 
of the 
impasse. 
 Thalia Anagnos 
chair, 





 but under the cur-
rent merit pay 
procedures, less of the 
faculty are actually
 being rewarded," 
Jones said. 
The faculty union rejected the CSU's 
offer of a 2.52 percent cost -of -living 
increase to its base pay
 and countered 
the proposal by 
asking  for more than a 
3 percent increase. 
*Mona of 
people could be reading 
your ad 
right 
now if you had advertised in the 
Daily.  













are between the ages 41 
21 and 32 and in 
good health, you 
can experience the 
reward 
and
 satisfaction of helping
 another woman 
to conceive.
 It la the most 
heartfelt
 gift one 
\ can give.
 Our Medical 
Family
 specializes 
, 1 in the treatment






























Crow  Canyon 
Road, Ste. 
150, San 
Ramon,  CA 
94583 
used as a guide-





in an increase to 







mance of a perma-
nent, full-time 
employee at the 
second, fourth and 
sixth year of 
employment, and 




ment to tenure 
status. 
"The tenure procedure 
allows for a 
serious evaluation of the teacher by 
both peers and administrators," 
Whitlatch added. 
"Using
 the PSSI pro-
cedure there is no 
real assessment of 
performance." 
Swisher said the tenure
-track  proce-
dure 
is not a good way to reward
 for per-





"Fewer people would 
actually get 
raises 
using the tenure 
procedure,"  
Swisher said. 
Peter Lee, the 
CSU collective bar-
gaining 




chapter,  said that the merit 
pay 
review process 
has been revised each 
year since its 
impleme) tation three 
years ago in an effort to 
make it more 
sound. 
"We are doing the best
 we can to be 
equitable with 
merit  increases and 
believe the procedure
 does have a sub-
stantial amount of 
peer
 input during 
the review process,"





administering  merit pay,  
the application 
for a merit 




Once the committee's 
recommendation  
has been reviewed by 
the college dean 
and provost,
 the application
 is passed 
on to Caret,
 who makes 




 on the peer 
groups  and 
administration




 Caret said. 
Jones 
said
 the union 
won't  sign a 
contract 
without the merit






Some of the faculty
 attending the 
informational 







 it is taking 
for the two 






eligible  for step 
increases,  
and I can't 
give them out 
because  of the 
impasse,"  said 
Thalia  Anagnos,





 continue, salary 
increases are 
frozen until the dispute
 is 
settled. 
Both sides confirmed 
that student 
enrollment  fees are not expected to 
increase as 
a result of contract 
settle-
ment. 

























































































eating  habits 
SACRAMENTO, 
Calif.




reputation  as 
the land of 




 The biggest 
sur-
vey ever of 





 and the news 
wasn't good. 
California
 adults ate 
fewer  fruits 
and 
vegetables last year 
than  they did 
two 
years  before: 3.8 
servings
 a day 
compared with 




 say adults should 
be eating at 
least five servings
 every day. 






 1989, when the 
rate
 
was the same as last 
year
  3.8 serv-
ings





 had been 
working
 up 
until 1995, when people 
began  slipping 
into their old bad 
habits  because of job-
related 
pressures.  
"People are eating out 
more.  They 
have less time.
 Their commutes are 
longer," said James
 Stratton, a state 
health officer. 
For the survey, 1,700 randomly
 
selected adults 
were  interviewed about 
their fruit and 
vegetable  consumption 
habits. 
The figures were particularly bad 
for black and Hispanic
 Californians. 
For blacks, it was 3.1 servings a day,
 up 
only slightly 
from 3.0 in 1995. For 
Hispanics,
 it dropped from 4.7 servings 
in 1995 to 3.9. 
People earning under $15,000 a 
year ate just 3.1 servings a day, com-
pared with 3.8 servings for people with 
incomes from $15,000 to $25,000. 
The 'oest diets were found among 
those earning 
$25,000 to $35,000  
4.3 servings a day. People earning over 
$50,000 a year ate just 3.9 servings. 
Stratton said many poor people
 and 
minorities consider fresh fruit and 
veg-
etables too expensive. 
"It's ironic to 
think  that access and 
affordability would be a problem in a 
state that grows half of the nation's 
fruits and 
vegetables,"






























































Kathy De La Torre/ Spartan Daily 
Elena Sharkova-Aron,
 new choral conductor for San 
Jose State University, likes 
multicultural  San Jose 






















 of 6, Elena 
Sharkova-
Aron's passion for 
music  demand-
ed 
that either her 
parents
 buy her 
a piano 
or









the new San Jose
 State University 
Choral 




put financial problems 
they were experiencing
 aside and 
buy her a piano. 
They
 also enrolled 
her in a 
school of music for
 chil-
dren  as an after -school activity. 
As a result, 
Sharkova-Aron,  who 
was born and 
raised  in St. 
Petersburg
 in the former 
Soviet  
Union, was 
learning theory and 
music literature
 while attending 
piano 
lessons  twice a week. 
"In Russia, it's 
so prestigious to 
be a musician," she said. 
She said that all the kids want-
ed to play the piano and 
sing. It 
was considered "cool." 
Sharkova-Aron said she always 
wanted to be a teacher, so she 
pur-
sued her education in 
music.  She 






























professional  chamber 
choir, "Lege 
Artie,"
 as a singer and 
tour  manag-
er. She organized 
and participated 
in 17 tours 
around  the world. She 
visited  nearly every 
country  in 
Europe
 except Albania. 
On one of her 
tours to the 
United States, in 
1990, she picked 
up an 
application  for 
admission  to 
Western  Michigan University. 
She said it took 
her three years 
to 
decide  if she 
wanted





 to the United 
States to continue 
her education at 
the university. 
"I
 wanted a change 
in
 my life 
and to get 




 received a 
second  
master's
 degree in choral 
conduct-
ing from 
Western  Michigan. 
Sharkova-Aron
 lived in Michigan 
for five 
years.  During that time she 




Continued from page 1 
role in the ordering of the bur-
glary of Democratic Party 
Headquarters at the Watergate 
Hotel in Washington, D.C. 
However, before he could be 
impeached, Nixon resigned. 
Only one president in history 
has been impeached by the 
House. In 1868, President 
Andrew Johnson stoodtrial in 
the Senate, accused of violating 
the Tenure of Office Act of 1867 
by removing the Secretary of 
War from office without congres-
sional approval. 
Johnson was formally charged 
with "corrupt use of veto power." 
The Senate failed to convict 
Johnson by one vote, so he 
retained his presidency, 
Reynolds explained. 
Some students think the whole 
case against Clinton 
is unfair. 
"I think the entire Congress is 
hypocritical." graduate student 
Jay Hakimi said. "I can guaran-
tee that every politician has 
abused their powers.
 He should 
not be impeached.
 It's not fair. 




is accused of witness tampering, 
obstruction of justice and per-





However,  according 
to Valenty, 
the question is not so much 
whether Clinton lied or even 
whether he committed 
perjury.  
"The impeachment process is 
reserved 
for treasonous acts that 
undermine the 
government  and 
other high crimes and misde-
meanors. It was designed to pre-
vent tyrannical behavior by the 
president, and perjury in his 
particular case may not be found 
by Congress to be an impeach-
able offense," she said. 
The House Judiciary 
Committee is trying to answer 
that question. They must decide 
whether to recommend a vote on 
impeachment to the full 
Congress, according to political 
science lecturer Elena Dorabji. 
U. S. Congresswoman Zoe 
Lofgren, representing most of 
San Jose and Milpitas, is a mem-
ber of the House Judiciary 
Committee. She was unavailable 
for comment, but according to 
members of her staff, no decision 
is expected for 
a few weeks. 
In the weeks and months to 
come, the president himself may 
have 
to make some tough deci-
sions about what to do next, 
according to Valenty. 
She said he should focus on 
doing the job he was elected to do 
and force Congress to continue 
debating legislation and get back 
to 
running
 the country. 
"We can't function as 
a coun-
try without a president or legis-
lature," Valenty said. "I think the 
people of this country are getting 
tired of all the press
 coverage of 
the scandal. 
"This is an election year, and 
people need to be informed on 
the important issues like the 
environment, taxation and 
health care so they can make 
voting 
decisions.
 This is our 
moment, and our chance to 
direct the government," she said. 
Despite this, some people just 
want to see Clinton go. 
"He shamed
 the nation," sociol-
ogy major Shannon White said. 
"I
 
hope he is removed from office." 
However, impeachment and 
removal from office seem very 
unlikely, according to 
Dorabji.  
"I think
 the House Judiciary 
Committee will forward the case 
to Congress for a vote 
just  to 
wash their hands of the ordeal," 
she said. 
"But when it comes down to it, 
I don't think Congress will vote 
to impeach him. His approval 
ratings are 
too high for that ... 
and Congress definitely 
pays 
attention to opinion polls." 
degree and also 
working
 as a grad-
uate 
assistant.  
After completing the graduate 
program,  she assumed 
a position 
at 
























 and directed 
her to SJSU to 
look for an open job 
position. 












 that at that 
time she was looking
 for another 
change
 in life and her 
husband 
wanted to work 
on
 a master's 
degree 




"Meeting her (Dr. Archibeque)
 
pretty much determined




 after a series of 
inter-
views,  she was appointed 
as the 
SJSU
 choral conductor. 






























































































































organizes  and 
escorts 
trips
 to Europe 
and Russia. 
Sharkova-Aron
 said she 
moved  
to San Jose 







from Europe, I 
like the 
multicultural 





 from page 1 
which prevent the building from moving later-
ally, and braced frames, which offer diagonal 
bracing. 
According to Sklar, one -fifth of the space 
needed would be 
used to store books and jour-
nals. Administrative offices, including 









Sklar said that more than one temporary 
site will most likely be necessary, because the 
10th Street site would only
 house one-third of 
the needed space. 
Possible storage areas for the remaining 
space include a 27,000 -square -foot site at 14th 
and San Carlos streets, and a 64,000 -square
-
foot warehouse along 
Monterey Road, Johnson 
said. 
Despite the loss of 279 spaces  3.53 per-
cent of university parking space  from the 
garage, the renovation will mean major 
changes for both students and university per-
sonnel.  
Caret, during a Sept. 8 press conference, said 
the university is working with a broker to find 
commercial real estate space near campus that 
could be leased to expand student
 parking. 
He suggested that students park in the 
South Campus area and take shuttles to cam-
pus, which he said the 
university  would pur-
chase
 for this purpose. 
Johnson thinks Caret's idea is a good one. 
"I guarantee that you can shuttle from 
South Campus easier than you could park in 
the Seventh Street
 Garage,"  he said. 
Reaction  among students proved contrary. 
Of 20 students 
informally  surveyed, not one 
said they supported the new library if it meant 
vying for 
fewer  parking spaces. 
"I had to park on San Fernando and 13th 
Street today, which is really ridiculous," fresh-
man Andrea Lingenfelter
 said. "(The library) is 
a really good idea, but (the university) should-
n't ruin other things that have already been 
established to build something new." 
According to Yolanda Castro, citation 
enforcement coordinator for the University 
Police Department, two buses and a van now 
shuttle between the south and main campuses. 
She said service begins at 6 a.m. 
and ends at 
9:30 p.m., with 
stops approximately every 15 
minutes during the day. 
Castro said that during the evening, the 
time between stops is about 20 minutes. 
The Fall 1998 Schedule of Classes shows 
that many evening classes meet until 9:45 
p.m., meaning that students enrolled in them 
would miss the last shuttle. 
Nick 
Valderrama,
 a freshman already 
using 
the shuttle service, doesn't think it offers 
much 
improvement
 over driving to a campus 
garage.  









HOW FAR ARE YOU 
WILLING TO GO... 
... TO MAKE 
A DIFFERENCE? 
PEACE CORPS is your chance to make a 
difference in people's livesand in your own.
 
Find out how you 
can be a Peace Corps Volunteer 
in one of SO countries around the world. 
Presentations on campus: 
Thursday. September 17 
230 p.m. - Student Union, Almaden Room 
730 p.m. - International House, 360 S. 11th St. 
Pick up an application today for 























Areirlosa r kesse CPA 
bet 























































































































 of the 15 EU nations 
said they would not subsidize 






 will have to pay the full 
price  for the 
blue,  diamond -
shaped
 pills. 
Each pill is 
expected  to cost 
the 




to $8, said Vic 
Micati,  execu-






 in New York. 
Pfizer 
will
 have to include a 
leaflet
 in all 
packages  explain-
ing that Viagra
 should not 
be
 










 The leaflet says nobody 
should take Viagra 
more
 than 
once a day. 
Micati told a news conference 
Viagra could be available in 
some EU nations within 10 
days. Britain, Sweden and
 the 
Netherlands are expected to be 
the first to get the 
drug. 
It should be in 
pharmacies in 
most
 other EU nations by mid -
October, but bureaucratic proce-
dures in Greece and Belgium 
may delay distribution in those 








 the drug 
available 









the  moment, 
fearing a 
rush to 
get the drug 
could strain
 the 































"Most people in this
 country 
don't think we should finance it 
through the health service as 
a 
sort of recreational drug at the 
expense






told BBC Radio. 
Micati said Pfizer was talking 
with authorities 
in all EU 
nations in an effort
 to persuade 
them to cover





"We have the view that 
erec-
tile 
dysfunction  is a 
serious
 and 
now an easily 
treatable disor-
der," he said. 





Pfizer said the EU approval
 
brought to 38 the number of 
countries in which Viagra has 
been cleared. 
In the five biggest EU nations 
- Germany, France, Britain, 
Italy  and Spain - Pfizer esti-
mates 15 million men ages 40 to 
70 suffer from impotence. . 
Since Viagra was authorized 
for sale in the United States in 
March, the drug has been pre-
scribed to more than 4 million 









































 an intern 




experience  in fast 














NEEDED all shifts 
P/T 
applicans





Certification. South Valley Family 
YMCA.
 Call Janet 226-9622
 x 22. 
CHILDCARE/DRIVER
 WANTED to 
take 2 children 
19
 & 121
 to after -
school  activities (Mon. & Thurs) 
$10/hr. Call 3545383 eve. 
RECEPTIONIST
 /OPTOMETRIC 
Assistant: Mondays (10am-6pm). 
Excellent
 people skills a must. 
Will train the right
 person. $7 to 
start. (408)243-7146 (M, Th, Sat) 
Fax resume to (408)247-0545. 
THE OLD SPAHETT1 FACTORY 
Now hiring for 
part  time positions. 
We 
offer:  
Flexible schedules, day or evening, 






=own training programa 
We 
are looking for 














 Mon. ttwu Fri. 





 - MALM LUGGAGE in 
Valley Fax Mall is 
now hiring. Asst. 









 or stop by! 
MUSH  TUTORS WiVITED $15/hr. 
Part
-tome weekdays. Japanese 
knowledge
 a plus. 
408/3717177.  
INNAVIORAL 
TUTOR  afternoons 
about 15 hrs/week. Work w/ 4 
year old boy 
w/autism.
 Major 







HOSTING.  FT & PT positions 
available in 
a busy family style 
restaurant located in Sunnyvale. 
All 
shifts  
avail,  flex hrs. 
$8.50/hr  
to start. Please call 733-9446 
ask for
 Julia or Wendy. 













 fa a national consults -6 
firm in San Jose.
 Ideal candidate 
will  
be
 a student pursuing
 their 
CS. MIS, or 
EE
 degree. Person 
must 







pays  up to 
$15/hr
 
and offers flexible working hours. 
Interested
 candidates, please 
email 
resumes
 to cheilttltac.com 
CAFE CANTINA: PT HELP, M/V1 
or 7/1K11-4prn 
srift  in the Federal 
Bldg. 
downtown. 2nd 









needed  for weekend work at 
Disc Jockey Co. No experience 





NEED A /0114 FPIANCIAL
 NO 










 time opportunities. 
IVistie:
 (408) 360-1370. 
IRMIA INSTRUCTOR/UFE
 GUAM 
Central YMCA. Close to SJSU. 
Rattle
 hours. Great 
environment.  
298-1717.  
LOCAL FIRM NEAR CAMPUS 
seeks En/reeks student pat time 
to











Seeking detailed individual with 
carpentry
 experience 
for  our sign 
production shop. Quality oriented 
Is 
a 





MN record. P/T. 
NEW
 




























































































 to live-in 
with  
disabled 
adults.  Rent paid. 
Near 
college.  Call 
248-4464  x 




















Saint  John St. San Jose.
 
VALETPARKERS  - 
Valets
 needed 
for P/T eves 
& weekends. Fun, 






events  in the Los Gatos
 





previous experience nec. Must be 
able to drive a 5 sp 
and  have a 
valid 
CDL and your own transp. 










MAKE BIG MONEY 
Retail salesperson needed. 
Hourly pay + 
Commission. 
Flex schedule . Training provided. 
Call Ryan at 408/581-0539 
NANNY - CUTE 
$ MONTH BOY. 
12 hrs/wk, M -W -F in Willow Glen 
(10 
mn SJSU) Must 
have  exp.. car, 
refs, be reliable & 
playful. Good 
pay. Great job! Emily 297-2580. 
ACTION MY NURSERY/PRIMARY 
PLUS  seeking Want.  Toddler. and 
Piesdaxl Teaches and
 Aides. F/T & 
P/T positions 





offer flexible hours. ECE units are 
required for teacher positions but 
not required for Aide positions. 
Excellent °opportunity
 for Child 
Development majors. Please call 
Cathy for an intenew at 2441968  
or fax resume to 248-7350. 
EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED 
Mon.Fri. 
3pm-8pm.
 1st grade 
through High School.
 Make 
SLOW par month. Call Ms. Scotti 
0 408/255-5247. 
INSTRUCTORS - PT, Teach FUN 
science programs in elementary 
schools. Need: car & experience 
with kids. Excellent Pay! Call: 
Mad 
Science
 of the South Bay 
(408)262-5437. 
CITY BEACH IS LOOKING for a 
few fun, peopeoriented. velleybell 
officials! Well paid and great 
perks. Call Dwight 6544330. 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 INTIM 













nity events, and 
assisting  with 
metal 
operations.  Salary $10 per 
hour. 
Contact Kerynn Gianotti 
at 
(408)2834500 x 522. 
INSTRUCTOR
 To Teach DO Adults 
Flexible hcas, P/T & 
F/T available 
with benefits. Call 
408/248-4464  





 not required. One of the 
largest telemunications cos. 
in 
america  needs you. Terrific 
opportunity
 for aggressive 
self-starters to own 
their  own 
business. Full or 
part-time,
 













If qualified, get 






mailbox:  Eng. 
Bldg. room 284, CISE dept. 
MONGO'S". RESTAURANT, the 
new exciting Cal -Asian Mongolian 
BBQ theme restaurant is now 
open! 
Fun-tastic  downtown loca-
tion bringing attitude in a positive 
way seeks the same in ALL 
STAFFING POSITIONS.
 Bring your 
smile and join 
Team Mongo's 
We are an innovative & interactive 
fusion menu where the
 customer 
creates their perfect 
meal.  Apply 
in person
 at 83 South Second 





TEACHER OPPORTUNMES, high 
quality,  
licensed
 childcare centers 
for 2-12 year olds. Recreation 
enrichment curriculum. 
 Flexible PT/FT positions 
 Days, Eves. 
Weekends 
 Team Environment 
 Min 6 ECE required 
 







Growing throughout the Bay Area 
KidsPark 20-7929, Fax 263-7366  
TEACHERS, FT/PT, excellent 
salary & benefits,
 med/dental 
vacation/sick  pay, prof. dev. S. 
ratio 1:9, beautiful
 park -like 
playground,
 strong team 
environment!  Min. 12 ECE units. 
Enjoy your work 




resume to 378-4121. 
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS 




hour (average). Flexible, will work 









 only. Lots 
of fun and earn good money.
 Call: 
(408) 867-7275 Receptionist 
will 
connect you to our voicemail.
 
Leave name and number 
where  
you can
 be contacted. 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
is hiring 
Teachers. Aides
 & Subs 
for their 
School Age Child Care 
Centers  in San 









 Pai,  
Excellent 
Training.













Student Free*,  
FT, PT. 
Wkdys  8, Wends.
 
NI shifts. 




Available Monday Fnday 
Part/Full  Time 10am to 7pm 








company  that 
truly appreciates its staff. 
Apply in person. 
Mon.- Fr).  8am to 
5pm. 
1404 
So. 7th St. San Jose 
Corner of 7th 
& Alma. 
JOB 
OPPORTUNITY.  Fl   
Instructor 




(Exercise  Phys. 
students
 oh). Hourly pay plus 
commission
 for P.T. Fax resume:
 
(408)267-0264.  






 NOT Rzquired. 
Opportunity fcr Teectirg Experience. 
Need Car. 
Voice Mai: (408) 
287-4170  ed. 408 
ECE/ME 





Healthy males, 1940  years old 
Univ. Student s/Grad s /Faculty 
Contact 
California  Cryobank 
650-324-1900,  M -F,  8-4:30 
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We 
sell discount 
subcriptions  to Bay 
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. 




 4 blocks from SJSU. 
Hourly $$ plus 
bonus.  Media 
Promotions 
4940200.  
I EARN EXTRA CASH 




Nall  train. 
Work with 
kids and sports. 
Call Ryan at (408) 581-0539 
USE A PRONE LATELY'? 
Licensed public utility. NY stock 
exchange
 telecommjnications 




 residual income. 
International expansion coming 








for  extended daycare. 
P/Tnteaftemoon.
 No ECE units 
required. 
Previous  expenence with 
children preferred.





desktop MAC/PC operator 
with 















 & Schedules 
Top Pay w/ 
Many
 Benefits! 





 Ave. Si. 
beeseen San Cabs &Palancia. 
behrd the Cad art Party Sloe. 
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
 
School year & summer. Elem,  
school -age rec. program. P/T 
from 2-6pm. M -F 
during  the 
school year. Some P/T morning 
positions available from approx. 
7am-11zrn









 at 354-3700 x223 
BABYSRTER 
Occasional babysitter 
needed  for 




required;  CPR 
preferred. Must
 be fun, loving, 
English proficient
 & have own 
transport. Approx 2 weekend 
nights/month  plus 1 weekend day 
once/month
 
112-20  hours per 
month). She goes to bed by 
8:00 leaving extra study time. 






ARTIST ASSISTANT. Close to 
school. Steady work. vaned routine. 
Flexible hours. Computer &/or 
graphics experience helpful, not 
required. Bob 984-4003. 
$15/HR. M/F, Liquor and beer 
promotions. over 21, reliable vends, 
great P/T job, energetic,  work e.es 
& wknds. T.E.A.M. ENTERPRISES. 
Fr.: Call Ken 0(650)375-TEAM  
SMALL MATTRESS STORE. 
General help. Will train. FT/PT Flex. 
Good job. Jeans OK. 61279-3553. 
OVUM DONORS NEEDED 
Women
 ages 21-32. Healthy. 
Responsible, All Nationalities. 
Give the Girt 
of Life!!! 
$3,300 stipend & expenses paid. 
We especially need 
Japanese and Chinese Donors,  
PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC 














school, etc. Tape transcription. 
Fax 
Machine,  Notary Public. 
Call Anna at 972-4992. 
PROFESSIONAL Word Procesaimg 
Theses. Term Papers. Resumes. 
Grab Raucts. etc. All formats,
 
specializing 
in APA. Tape 







Call Linda 14081264-4504.  
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED* 
Graduate Studies, Thesis. Term 
Papers.
 Nursing. Group Projects. 








 NORD PROCESSFIG. 
247-2681.  8am8pm.  
HEALTH & BEAUTY 
ELECTROLYSIS 
CLINIC  
Unwanted hair removed forever. 
Specialist.  Confidential. 
UYour  own probe or 
disposable.  
335 S. Baywood 
Ave.  San Jose. 
247-7466  













 Chest  Lip 
Bikini - 
Chin
 - Tummy etc. 
Students & faculty receive 
15%  
discount. First amt. 




Today Gone Tomorrow. 
621 E. Campbell 
M.




DOG SITTER NEEDED to stay in 
our 
home
 when we go away. We 
live 1 
mile  from lightrail for 
easy  
commute to 





PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now 
accepting students who wish to 
excel
 in playing guitar
 
or bass. NI 
levels welcome: Beginning, 
Intermediate  or Advanced. Learn 
any style: Jazz,
 Blues, Rock, 
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. 
Call Bill at 408-298-6124. 
=MG 
ENGLISH EDITING & TUTORING 
Experienced with the needs of 
Foreign Students. 
Credentialed Teacher & 
M.A.  
Go To: wiwi .MyEditor. com 
Ancl/Or Cal Jessica 408/971343034 
SJSU 
Alumni













$50 each. Cal Paul @371.0945. 
BEDS! CHEAP! Get rid of that 
junk you're on! 
Al)
 sizes! Pillow -
tops! Cheap! Can deliver! Very 
close to SJSU! 998-2337 
COMPUTERS  ETC, 
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
 
We buy. sell & trade computers, 
486,
 Pentium, Mac. & 
Notebooks.  
Refurb'd equipment is warranted. 
Prompt 
Repair  & upgrades 
5% Student/Fac Discount w/ID 
5263 Prospect Rd. Si, between 
Hwy 856 290 neer 





SIDEKICK  ILX 4X4 
loaded! a/c,
 crs, warranty, more.  
Excellent 
cond.  in/out. Silk 
nego.  
(408)924-5275















 for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Drivers -













Also open Saturdays 9-2. 
MUMU 
OWN ONE, RENT THE OTHERS 
Great investment. 3 rental
 units.
 





 Nelsen,  Century 21 
Contempo. 779-9400. 
DAILY 
CLASSIFIED  - 
LOCAL 
RATES FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY
 RATES CALL 
408-924-3277
 
Print your ad 
here. Line is 30 
spaces,
 including letters, 
numbers, punctuation 







3 -line minimum 
One Two 
Three 
Day  Days 
Days  
31Ines $6 $7 * 

























rile  increases by
 $1 per day. 
Filet his25 specie) Set in bold br no exbe charge diioorm  
words
 available In bold
 for
 $3 each. 
SEMESTER 
RATES  



















check  cw =nay 













Clawilied  desk le located 
in Dwight Bonier Nil,  
Room  209. 
 
Deadline:





 ada we prepaid.  
U No refunds on 













rates  available 
for  these 
classifications.
 $5.00 
for a3 Mn. ad 
for  3 days. Ads 











Found ads are offered
 free, 
3 lines for
 3 days, as a 
service















































2 BORM APTS. 
Live in luxury and walk to school! 
We offer a 
pool,  spa, sauna, full 
gym, on -site 
management, all 
appliances 
included,  central A/C. 
Stop by today






 4th St. (408)279.3639.  
2 














Fifth  Street 
(408) 2959893. 
%Agawam 
ROOPAMATE  WANTED Share 3/2 
on S'vaie/Cup border. 
Safe,  quiet, 
w/attached garage. Easy commute 
to SJSU, 10 min. All 
amenities. 
Seeking main, quiet person. $450 
+1/3util. Call Bell at 4087460322. 







 Sem Firm 
Ph.









 Club. Includes 
flight
 
out of SJ. full 
condos  5 
night
 Stay, 4 of 5 day
 lift 
pass. 2 hot tubs. parties & great 
snow.  Students & non-students. 
Call 
Mark at 408-292-0955. 
KRIM 





statements, reports, etc. 
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A.
 at 
(510) 601.9654 or 
email bolickebest.com 
VISA/MasterCard accepted. 
CHILD CARE AVAILABLE. 
Campus Center. 2 1/2 - 5 year 
olds.
 Full & part time. Accredited 
program. 
Call  924-6988. 
STUDENT DENTAL PLUI I 
Only $57.00 per year.
 
Save 30%- 60% 
on your dental needs. 
For info call 1-800-655-3225. 
Certain  advertisements
 In 
these columns may NM" the 
reader to speak telephone 
numbers
 or addr   for 
additional information. 
Chiselled readers should be 
reminded 
that, when making 
these further contacts, they 
should require complete 
Information before sending 
money for goods at 
services.
 
In addition, readers should 
carefully Investigate all firms 
offering employment listings 
acoupons for discount
 















 glad that's 
over'  
13
 Outdoor area 














 -1964  author 
22 Art for
 tar, e g 
24 Old Norse 
onscnption 




























54 Actor Connery 
55 An Asian 












 Atlanta arena 










NUMMI  MMBEI 
OOMEI 








OMNI!  ODOM 
























2 Ton's dad 




















14 On the train 
18 




 of muffin 
23 Hockey score 





29 Jane Austen 
novel
 








































Ken or Lena 
54 Slip and slide 








































































The residence halls have their own 
government that is specifically for on -








"There art. two 
governments  for cam-
pus students The mass
 student one for 










functions much like 
A.S. 
only
 on a smaller scale, according
 to 
Barnes.
 Instead of dealing with the
 
entire campus, 
the  association focuses 
only on the 
residence  halls. It is com-
posed of an executive board and 
repre-
sentatives from the smaller hall govern-
ments. Hall governments are smaller 
bodies that deal with individual build-
ings. 
ITniversity Housing Services esti-
mates that there are approximately 
2,000 students 
living  in the residence 
halls or about 6 percent of 
the  total stu-
dent 
body, Barnes said. 
According to 




is twofold. The 
first is to 
make  sure that on
-campus  res-
idents have a 




 Barnes said he 
consid-
ers this voice very 
important. 
"We are a 
student





 said. "We try 
to 
make sure that the 
student  
element
 is there, so that the 














of the largest problems facing 
this year's 
executive  board is 
making  
sure
 all the residents




"My  main goal is to 
make sure that 
more people know 



















 rest is 









 has a 


















 with vanous  types of 
ment  is 
there,  so 
the 
students  















 the government 
body runs 






from  movie nights to 
a coffee night at the 
International
 House to ice cream socials.
 
Sometimes
 the events don't please 
everybody. 
"Last year they had 
a sex education 
thing," resident 
Tim Li said. "It was 
more entertaining
 than educational, but 
some people I talked to 








































 a $15 fee
 
that helps






Have you had 
your  merengue today? 
Garza/
 Spar tail ai,h 
Sophomore Christina 
Hernandez  and junior 
Anthony
 River° practice one 
of
 the various dance 
combinations
 in preparing for
 an exam next Thursday on the merengue. 
The  two Beginning 
Social  
Dance
 students said they hope 
to get an A and that is 
why  they were working 
outside  of class on the 
30 
different  patterns involved 
in
 this popular Latin social
 dance. According to 
Nick  Te. the class dance 
instructor
 and a 
graduate student in the 









 of movements on the dance













































 to the 
present 
and the 




 is very 
inspiring.  
It gives me 




people  had 
to go 
through  in 





graduate  student in the 
College 
of 




people  do not 
recognize  the 
importance 
of






































of the Japanese. 
"This was a 
very
 brave state-
ment. All of California 
should 








The next stop for the exhibit 
is the Santa Clara 
Valley  
Medical Center. The exhibit will 
be circulating across the
 United 
States and will be in California 
throughout  September. 

















C. and 41 Solo Tran 
maze /our danc.e 
udo tingle 
Theipluaranteed 
thictesi old school disco beats
 to+ a ve special House sauce
  




2 1 & 
Thurulai, Sep 
















 of the association 
and 
many 
returning  residents 
may not 
care about it. 
















general.  He 
would rather
 participate in 
his hall 
government 
because he feels that
 it pertains directly 
to him. Li said
 he can understand 
Walker's point of view. 
"It doesn't influence down 
to the resi-
dent level, just the building
 level," Li 
said. "Most residents 
don't know about 
it, especially new residents." 





































































































While  it 



















"We've  been 
passing
 out a 




































































 from page 
1 
staff understood
 that students 
were very 
busy
 and may not 
have time to 
stop by during reg-
ular hours 
to use the services of 
the 
center. 
She also said that
 while the 
Career Center already serves 
approximately 48 percent of the 
campus community, they are 
very interested in reaching the 
other students.  
"This is the
 outcome 
of recognizing that our 
students











 at the event 
included such things as 
web access






online  job 
bank 
database is the most 
valuable thing about the 
Career  Center. 
Center wants to work with, and 












job bank may have 
a number of listings, only three 
companies were on hand taking 
applications.  












looking for a 
possible  job. 
"I'm looking 





The  employers 
present 
seemed happy 








According to Williams, 
many of his 
employees  








Bay Area, about 60 per-
cent of our employees 
are students." 
Target stores was also 
recruiting today, even 
though  they didn't have
 






we have a lot of 








she had a 
number of 
interested  students, 
both for part 
time
 jobs and full 
time 
management  positions. 
Both Morton and Lemehaute 
said they had each received 
close to 400 visitors. 
"We've  gone through coupons, 
flyers, highlighters, coffee, 
everything," Morton said, refer-
ring to the promotional
 items 
Starbucks was handing out.
 
This is the 
outcome  of recog-
nizing that 
our students are 
busy. We have to take it to 
them.  
 June Lim, 
assistant director of the 
career center 
The job bank, which 
can be found 
on the Internet at 
http: / /www.careercenter.sjsu,edu
 
contains more than 300,000 dis-
tinct listings from separate 
employers in the area. 
The databse contains both job 
and internship
 offers. Wealdand 
said one of 
the  main advantages 
of the job bank is 
the  fact that it 
is 
easily searchable
  unlike 
many of the binders and bulletin 








 the Career 
to 
Weakland.
 Weakland said 




 fairs which  brings employers 
onto 
campus. The next job fair is 
scheduled for October 7-8. The 
focus of Tuesday's event was to 
build familiarity with the 
Career Center. 
"I've never really
 used it in 
depth," said senior Henry Lau. 




Ryan Giomi, another senior, 
echoed  Lau's thoughts. 


















































Double size frame+futon. Metal black frame witray. 
Available in double size. Includes
 FREE futon! 










huge  following. 
Available  in 
























 and comfort. 
Includes
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Apply for The 
Associates  
With your




 Get 3% cash back on purchases. 
With The Associates Visa 
Card,  you can get money back 
on everything 
you  buy! When you make a purchase and 
carry  a 
balance from 
statement to statement, you can 
earn 3% 
cash  
back on the amount of the net 
purchase!  
For
 example, if you spend $200 on a plane
 ticket one month 
and 
make  a $100 payment, you'll earn $6 cash back on that 
purchase (5200 x 3% = SM. It's that easy! Use your Associates Visa 
Card for all 
your  purchases and imagine how much money you 
can get back
 every year. 
 Discounts on brand name 
merchandise.  
Why pay more than you have 
to? With The Associates Visa 
Card,  you won't. You'll enjoy valuable discounts on travel, food 
and software
 with 
your  Associates 





Check  out 
more
 killer 
deals throughout the 
year  
on our 






It s our privilege to 
have
 you as our customer, so we don't 
charge 




 our customers,  we offer 
customer  service around -the -
clock 
So.  if you ever have a 
problem




can  call us 24 hours a day and we'll





card  is more widely 
known  around the world
 
than 
Visa In fact, 
it's





where  you are. with 
your
 Associates 
Visa  Card, you'll 
always be welcome 









 Visa Card 
today, and 








































 National Bank (Delaware)





 credit cards, with 
approximately  20 million 
customers in all 50 
states, 
and has
 been servicing credit card 
customers  for more than two 
decades.  
To apply, fill out and return the form 
below, call
 toll free or apply on-line: 









Please fill out all information
 below to ensure your application is processed
 in a timely manner. 
Please 
use blue or black ink. 
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